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Abstract 
This paper outlines extensions to an approach of M.Rim and R.Jain (Rim,l992) for mutual 
exclusion testing in High-Level Synthesis. These extensions enable to deal with more compli
cated control statements such as CASE with overlapping branches, LOOPs with several exits 
and even GOTO. Shared Reduced Ordered Binary Decision Diagrams are proposed to repre
sent mutual exclusion relation and to construct simple algorithms that inherit all the power and 
reliability of existing BOD-packages 
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I INTRODUCTION 

High-Level Synthesis (HLS) (McFarland,l988; McFarland,l990) is a commonly used term to 
represent a large list of problems that have to be solved to obtain a Register Transfer Level 
description of a system (or subsystem) from a given algorithmic specificatio~. At present time 
HLS seems to be of interest for industry in two main application domains: Digital Signal Pro
cessing and Control-Dominated Applications (DeMan,l990; Payer,l992). In this paper we 
consider a problem that arise during scheduling of a Control-Dominated specification. It is 
often referred to as Conditional Resource Sharing (Kramer,l990; Prabhu,l993). 

Algorithmic specification of a control-dominated design contain a lot of nested loops with 
several exits, IF and CASE statements (Stoll,l992; Gutberlet,l993). This leads to a situation 
when not all operations of the algorithm will be executed during the particular execution path. 
Hence, a mutual exclusion relation is introduced on a set of all operations: Two operations are 
mutually exclusive if during any particular execution path at most one of them is executed. 
This relation can be used during scheduling and binding to decrease an amount of hardware 
required to implement specification because mutually exclusive operations can share resources 
without violating correctness of implementation. 

So the problem of testing for mutual exclusion of operations is of great importance for syn
thesis of control-dominated applications. Several approaches to perform mutual exclusion test-
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ing were reported in literature. N.Park and A.Parker used a kind of operations' coloring 
technique in their SEHWA synthesis system (Park,l988). K.Wakabayashi and T.Yoshimira 
proposed and K.Wakabayashi and H. Tanaka further developed an approach based on assigning 
a Condition Vector to each operation of the algorithm (Wakabayashi,l989; Wakaba
yashi,l992). M.Rim and R.Jain analyzed these mentioned above approaches, outlined their 
limitations, found even contra-examples to show that they are not always correct; and pro
posed their own algorithm for mutual exclusion testing based on a new data structure to repre
sent Control-Data Flow Graph (CDFG) (Rim,l992). 

In this paper we extend an approach of M.Rim and R.Jain to deal with more complicated 
control statements such as CASE with overlapping branches, loops with several exits and even 
GOTO. Paper has the following structure. In Section 2 we briefly review an approach of 
M.Rim and R.Jain as a basis for our extensions. In Section 3 we propose our extensions and 
show how they can be used to deal with complicated control statements. In Section 4 we intro
duce a ROBDD as a tool to represent mutual exclusion relation and to construct simple and 
reliable algorithms. Section 5 concludes the paper. 

2 CDFG MODEL AND TAGGING ALGORITHM 

In their paper (Rim,l992) M.Rim and R.Jain proposed the following model for CDFG. There 
are three types of edges in the model: 

Strong edge (S-edge - thin lines) represent precedence relation between two nodes of 
CDFG that is imposed by a direct data transfer between these nodes, i.e. one node "consumes" 
the value "produced" by another one. 

Pure edge (P-edge -bold lines) represent precedence relation between two nodes that is not 
imposed by data transfer but is required for correct execution, e.g. it must connect CB- and 
CE-nodes of each conditional branch (explained later). 

Weak edges (W-edges -dashed lines) represent relations needed for correct representation 
of conditional branches. They carry an attribute TRUE or FALSE denoting true and false con
ditional paths respectively. Precedence relations imposed by W-edges can be violated for cor
rect execution . 

... 1* nO *I 
if(xl)( 

if( x2) ... ;l*nl*l 
else ... ; I* n2 *I 
if( x3) ... ; I* n3 *I 
else ... ;l*n4*1 

}else( 
if( x4) ... ;l*n5*1 
else ... ; I* n6 *I 

Figure 1. Piece of code with nested IFs. Figure 2. Control-Data Flow Graph 

These types of edges are used in a different way during different tasks of HLS. P-edges are 
not used during mutual exclusion test; during scheduling W-edges are not used. During bind-
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ing only S-edges are of the interest 
Each conditional is represented by one CB (conditional branch begin) node and several CE 

(conditional branch end) nodes indicating the termination of a path in the conditional branch. 
A piece of code with nested IF statements and its CDFG are shown on Figures 1 and 2 

respectively as in (Rim,1992). 
This model enables to construct a simple algorithm for mutual exclusion test based on 

assigning a tag to each operation in DFG. Each tag is an unsorted set of elements. Each ele
ment consists of two fields: condition field and selection field. Condition field points to the 
Boolean value that drives conditional branch; selection filed - represents the value that acti
vates the node. For example, (IT 2F) means that node is activated when 1st condition is TRUE 
and 2d is FALSE. 

Mutual exclusion test is based on the following proposition: If tags of two nodes have ele
ments with the same condition fields and different selection fields then these two nodes are 
mutually exclusive (Rim,l992). 

Tags for CDFG on Figure 2, Colors and Condition Vectors are shown in Table l. 

Table 1: Different algorithms for mutual exclusion testing: summary 

Method CD CD CD CD nl n2 n3 n4 n5 n6 CE CE CE CE 
I 2 3 4 I 2 3 4 

Colors I II 12 13 Ill 112 121 122 131 132 I II 12 13 

C. Vectors 100000 010000 001000 000100 000010 000001 

Tags IT IT IF IT2T IT2F IT3T IT3F IF4T IF4F rr IT IF 

Conjunc. XI 
- - - -

XI 1 XI XI xlx2 x1x2 xlx3 x1x3 xlx4 x,x. 1 XI XI 

Function F, F, F, F, F, F, F, F, F, F, F, F, F, F, 

3 USING BOOLEAN FUNCTIONS FOR MUTUAL EXCLUSION TEST 

As it is shown in Table 1 tagging proposed in (Rim,l992) is nothing more but assigning a 
Boolean function from a restricted class of functions (a class of simple conjunctions) to each 
node of CDFG. 

This restriction of a class of Boolean functions to be used is very strong. This class is 
enough only to represent mutual exclusion relation imposed by nested IF statements, but it lim
its the use of more complicated control statements. It is not sufficient to represent, for example, 
CASE statements with overlapping branches (CASE statement which branches do not overlap 
is equivalent to a number of IF statements). To explain this fact let us consider a piece of code 
shown on Figure 3. 

It is obvious that 2-branch and 3-branch overlap, i.e. control flow can result in line 6 either 
from condition test (line 2) or from the previous line 5. This situation can not be modelled by 
tagging of M.Rim and R.J ain as we need one more Boolean operation in addition to AND and 
NOT that are implicitly used in tagging: we need an OR operation. 

Let us consider one more example. Algorithmic specification of control-dominated appli
cations can contain a lot of loops with several exits and can even contain GOTO. As an exit 
from the loop's body can be modelled by condition test and GOTO we shall consider only the 
GOTO. Figure 4 shows one more piece of code that can not be modelled by tagging. Again 
control flow can result in line 4 either as a result of a jump from line 2 or as the next step from 
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line 3. And again we need an OR Boolean operation to model the situation. 

!: ... ;I* no *I -Fo 

2:switch( x ) { -FI 

3: case I : ... ;I* Dt *I -F2 

4: break; 
5: case 2 : ... ;I* n2 *I -F3 

6: case 3 : ... ;I* n3 *I -F4 

7: break; 
8:}; 
9: ... ; I* n4 *I - Fs 

Figure 3. CASE with overlapped branches 

So our extensions are the following: 

1: 

2: 

3: 

... ; I* no *I - Fo 

if( x ) goto label; - F1 

... ;I* n1 *I - F2 

4:1abel: ... ;I* n2 *I - F3 

Figure 4. Condition test with GOTO 

1. Let us allow CB-node to be driven by a set of Boolean variables instead of one. 
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2. Let us extend the set of possible attributes of W-edges in such a way that different 
branches of a CASE statement can be indicated: let W-edges carry a set of Boolean variables 

and their phases: x~ ~ x: = x; ; X;0 =X; . This is to code branches of CASE statement. 
3. Let us use P-edges to represent overlapping control flow and, hence, consider them dur

ing mutual exclusion testing. 
4. Let us assign such a Boolean function of a general form to each operation of a CDFG 

that it is TRUE on a given combination of arguments if for this combination the corresponding 
node is on the execution path, and is FALSE in the opposite case. These Boolean functions 
depend on a set of all Boolean variables that drive condition selections in the whole specifica
tion. 

Functions are assigned to nodes according to the following rules: 
1. All nodes with no predecessors are assigned the Boolean Function ONE. 
2. All operational nodes are assigned functions according to following recursive formula: 

Fa-node = ( v FP-pred v v Fs-pred v v (FW-pr.d 1\ 1\. x; )) 1\ 1\ Fs-pred (1) 
lrtP-pred 'VS-pred 'VW-pred 'Vedge anrrbUia 'riS-pred 

3. All control nodes are assigned functions according to the following recursive formula: 

Fc-node = v FP-pred v v FS-pred v v (Fw-pred 1\ 1\ . x;) 
'VP-pred 'riS-pred 'VW-pred 'Vedge attributes (2) 

Using these extensions an example shown on Figure 3 will result in a CDFG shown on 
Figure 5a and system of Boolean functions shown on Figure 5b that correspond to this CDFG. 

Figure 5a. CDFG for CASE statement 

F0 =I 

F; =Fo=I 

Fz = F, 3x2 == 3~ 
F_~ = F1 x1x2 = x1x2 

F4 = F,. x1~ v F3 =x,'X; v ~x2 
F,=F;=I 

Figure 5b. System of Boolean functions 

Here we had to code branches of a CASE statement with Boolean variables. The total 
number of these variables is less then rlog,n l. where n is a number of branches. 

Example on Figure 4 has a CDFG shown on Figure 6a and the system of Boolean func-
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tions shown on Figure 6b that correspond to this CDFG: 

~ 
~~ 

Figure 6a. CDFG for IF+GOTO statement 

F,=! 

F,=F,=! 

F,=F1x 
F, = F1x v F, = I 

Figure 6b. System of Boolean functions 

As this example is very simple it seems meaningless, but in more complicated cases it can 
be useful, e.g. when there are several GOTOs and several labels that go in the different order as 
it is shown on Figures 7 and 8. 

Now the mutual exclusion test can be reduced to the following question: Does there exist a 
combination of arguments (values of condition-driving variables) such that both assigned func
tions are TRUE? 

It can be written as: 

If functions are already assigned then to test two nodes for mutual exclusion we simply 

have to get the function Ftmp = F M A F K and to test whether Ftmp is a tautology; if it is -
then two nodes are mutually exclusive, if not- there exist such a particular execution path that 
both nodes are executed. 

1: ... ;I* n0 *I 

2: if( xl) goto label_!; 
3: ... ;I* nt *I 
4: if( x2) goto label_2; 
5:label_l: ... ; I* n2 *I 

6:label_2: ... ; I* n3 *I 

~ (,. 
\._ CB 

0 1 

'> 

"" 
Figure 7. Condition tests with two GOTOs Figure 8. CDFG for two IF+GOTO statements 

4 SHARED ROBDD AS A TOOL FOR MUTUAL EXCLUSION TEST 

The previous section left the questions: 
1. How to represent the assigned functions in a compact form? 
2. How to manipulate them? 
For both questions the answer is - using a software package for Shared Reduced Ordered 

Binary Decision Diagram (SROBDD) representation and manipulation. 
From the last row of Table 1 you can see that functions are frequently repeated: F1 -two 

instances, F2 - four instances, F3 - two instances. Moreover (see the 5th row of Table 1), some 
functions are the sub functions of another: F2 is a sub function ofF 4, Fs, F6, F7; F3 - of F8, F9. 
This is also confirmed by a structure of a SROBDD constructed for this system of Boolean 
functions (Figure 9). Important is the fact that this SROBDD was constructed using the natural 
order of Boolean variables imposed by the algorithmic specification, hence, there is no prob-
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!em with selecting variables' order that have a great impact on the size of BDD. As functions 
are frequently repeated, size of BDD will remain reasonable. 

Vertex CBI Vertex CEI 
[I] Ul 
Vertex CB2 Vertex CB3 Vertex CB4 
(xl:l23412) (xl:l23412) !(xl:l23412) 
Vertex nl Vertex n3 Vertex n5 
(xl:l23524 (xl: 123556 !(xl: 123508 

(x2: 123428) (x3: 123444) [I] 
ron ron !(x4:123460)) 

Vertex n2 Vertex n4 Vertex n6 
!(xI: 123540 !(xl:l23492 !(xl:l23476 

(x2: 123428) (x3: 123444) [I] 
[!]) [!]) (x4: 123460)) 

Vertex CE2 Vertex CE3 Vertex CE4 
(xl:l23412) (xl:l23412) !(xI: 123412) 

Figure 9. BDD for the example on Figure 1 

This representation is compact enough and the more nested will be the algorithmic specifi
cation - the more shared will be the ROBDD. BDD technology also enables to perform simple 
mutual exclusion test as the only thing we need to do is to apply AND operation of a BDD 
package to two nodes, apply NOT operation to the result, and at last- check the latest result to 
be a tautology. All these operations as well as those that are needed to construct a shared 
ROBDD representing a system of assigned functions are implemented in existing BOD-pack
ages. In our experiments we used Carnegie-Mellon's BOD-package (version 3.34) and also 
tested a Berkeley's BOD-package. 

Algorithms 1 and 2 outline the procedure of ROBDD construction and mutual exclusion 
testing. Algorithm to assign Boolean functions (nodes of ROBDD) to nodes of CDFG traverse 
the CDFG similar to ASAP-scheduler's algorithm and could even be integrated into ASAP
scheduler. Algorithm for mutual exclusion test simply applies operations of BOD-package to 
ROBDD nodes assigned to operations. 
Algorithm 1. Assignment of Boolean functions 
Construct_ROBDD( CDFG) 
( 

READY=TMP=0 
Add all no-pred. vertices to READY 
while(READY;t0) ( 

for all nodes in READY do ( 
create BDD-node according (!) or (2) 
associate new BDD-node with CDFG-node 
for all successors of CDFG-node 

if( all pred. already assigned funcs) 
add successor to 1MP 

} 
READY=1MP 
1MP=0 

} 
} 

5 CONCLUSIONS 

Algorithm 2. Mutual exclusion test 
IF _mut_exclusive( Opl, Op2) 
( 

} 

bddi=BDD-node associated with Opl 
bdd2=BDD-node associated with Op2 
bddT=bdd_and(bddl,bdd2) 
return bdd_is_tautology(bddT,inversed) 

In this paper we proposed extensions of a known approach for representing conditional 
branches in HLS and for mutual exclusion test Our extensions enable to deal with more com-
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plicated control statements in algorithmic specification. We also proposed the ROBDD as a 
tool for representing and manipulating mutual exclusion relation. Algorithms to construct the 
corresponding ROBDD and to perform the mutual exclusion test were outlined. Proposed 
extensions improve the applicability of mutual exclusion test to control-dominated designs and 
relies on the power and reliability of existing BOD-packages. 
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